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Welcome to PRIMED, a new magazine written
by educators, for educators.
There is a constant focus on the quality of
professional development, with a huge amount
of time and money spent for a very mixed
impact. How many courses have you been on,
spending the whole time mentally not ticking off
your ‘to do’ list? So much wasted time, yet there
really is none to be wasted.

primed v.
to make ready;
prepare

Many of us spend our own time communicating
with others on Twitter, attending Teach Meets, pinning on Pinterest...
The desire to learn and reflect is there, the ideas are being shared and
hopefully this magazine will help us on our quest for quality CPD. Some very
generous and talented individuals have given their time to write and share
some brilliant ideas and advice. So read, enjoy, support, share and discuss may this be the first of many.
Sam Daunt
Editor
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WHAT MAKES A GOOD SKETCHBOOK?
DOCUMENTING A JOURNEY
Now, before you shout, ‘Hang on - that’s not
letting them express themselves freely!’ - let
me explain. It’s setting out opportunities; it’s
setting our expectations of what they will
achieve, not how they will achieve it. Also,
it acts as a safety net for those who need
it. This is where success criteria come in. For
example, mark making using paint linked to a
theme on water would be:

Sketchbooks are amazing things. They offer
so many opportunities. They are places
to think, research and collect, experiment,
reflect, explore and - most importantly be free! Sketchbooks offer our children
opportunities to express themselves in ways
that no other book or piece of paper can.
I have a number of sketchbooks. I love
working in sketchbooks. I often find that I
love the work an artist has done in their
sketchbook. It’s far more interesting than the
final piece as it documents a journey. They
are fascinating things and I could look at
them for hours.
However, for the work in these spaces
to be successful, it must be meaningful.
Have provenance, if you like, where the
children feel safe and are invested in trying
something new, pushing the boundaries of
what they think they are capable of. This is
where it is important to set up expectations
as to what the children are to do in their
sketchbooks.

1. Use each tool at least 3 times.
2. Annotate each experiment to 		
explain what you have done.
3. Organise your work neatly
in rows or columns.
4. Try to keep your experiments the
same size.
So, what makes a good sketchbook?

A good primary
sketchbook shows a
range of materials
and processes.
This is all about opportunity. It’s the
opportunities you give to your children in
order to express themselves and develop
skills. Thinking about the process an artist
goes though is key here. A good sketchbook
will show that the children have had access
to a range of materials, not just pencil
crayon or paint. It will include collage, mixed
media, colour mixing, mark making, drawing
and designing etc.
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A good primary
sketchbook shows that
some of the work is
linked or themed.
This is all about provenance. Making the
children invested in what they are going to
do in their sketchbook. If you are asking the
children to do something that doesn’t link to
their experiences or what they are learning,
the work will reflect that. In my experience,
linking art to the learning in other subjects
to create a holistic curriculum results in the
children being enthusiastic, invested and
brave, and ensures that the work is of a
higher standard. If the children see links and
are encouraged to make these themselves,
they are also more likely to take risks. I
find that preparing sketchbook pages with
pictures and words linked to the topic helps
with this too. Especially when the children
come to look through their work at a later
date.

A good primary
sketchbook shows the
thinking process.
This is all about the journey. How do we
show what we are thinking? Well, often this
will be the experiments that the children
make or the drawings they produce, but
I think this should be pushed further. It’s
encouraging the children to make notes.
Explain everything. Explain what they
have done, their likes and dislikes, their
achievements, their reflections on how
to improve their work. These notes and
annotations will also greatly support their
creation of a final piece of work as they will
have a bank of resources to select from.

A good primary
sketchbook will show
research.
This is all about context. This is where
you show the children the work of other
artists., for them to see the way others
have responded to a particular theme. It is
imperative that children have opportunities
to explore the work of a range of other
artists, craftspeople and designers, not
to copy their work but to learn how they
applied paint, how they mixed colours to
create mood etc. This research might include
extracts of text or poetry, photographs the
children have taken or pieces of material.
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A good primary
sketchbook IS ORGANISED.
This is all about whether the children can
access the information in their book and
use it to inform later work. Creating a theme
for pages by preparing them as mentioned
earlier will help here, as will dates and titles.
I never write LOs in sketchbooks. Waste of
time. I would rather the children wrote a
quick title to explain what they are doing
and then get started. For younger children
you might print these out and stick them in.
Older children might start to think about the
way they write the title. Whether they write
it on masking tape or select the font they
might use. Presentation expectations come
in here too. Handwriting is to be of a high
standard and the work well organised. This
might be columns, rows, dividing the page
in to sections or creating frames to work
on with masking tape or different coloured
papers. This is NOT about children working
on a piece of paper and sticking in their
‘best and neatest’ piece. There should be
things that have gone wrong, there should
be accidental splashes of paint or water these are all part of the process.

Sketchbooks are special. They are a safe
space to reflect upon the world around
you. They are personal. They are fascinating
and beautiful things. They offer so many
rich opportunities. Go for it - Get your
sketchbooks out!

Sophie Merrill
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Maths

and

popular

culture

USING INFOGRAPHICS
Part of the reason I asked Rob Smith
of ‘Literacy Shed’ fame if I could start a
‘Numeracy Shed’ was because I didn’t
particularly like teaching maths; during my
GTP and NQT years I found it difficult to be
creative with it, in the way I could easily in
Literacy. I saw this as a challenge I wanted
to overcome and steadily, with the power
of Twitter and its sharing community plus my
own realisation that maths can be extremely
creative, I have begun to love teaching
maths and finding ways to be creative in the
classroom.
Using popular culture within my Maths
lessons has hopefully made them more
enjoyable for my pupils, as well as making it
far more enjoyable for me.
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A good place to start is by using
infographics. If you search ‘Google Images’
for ‘Superhero Infographics’, you will be met
with a vast array of different graphics, some
good, some bad. The better ones I have
already posted on the Maths Shed with
suggestions, but new infographics are being
created daily.
As a school, we are doing ‘Dinosaur Island’
as a topic in September, so I wanted to
try and incorporate the hugely successful
‘Jurassic World’ into my maths lessons, luckily
this cracking infographic appeared recently.

In case you haven’t seen ‘Jurassic World’,
Chris Pratt is the actor who stars in the
movie.
With this infographic, you could start by
asking what the infographic shows.
•
•
•
•
•

What unit of measurement do
you think they are using?
How many ‘Chris Pratts tall’ is
(insert dinosaur name)?
Can you compare dinosaurs?
How many Velociraptors tall is 		
the Indominus Rex?
Can you convert the measurements to another unit?
Take children from the class and
compare them in size to the
dinosaurs. Can they work out 		
how many of themselves would 		
make an Iguanadon?

This is a great opportunity to get children
outside as well - get them to chalk this
infographic on the playground (if you have
room) and assign a group to do a dinosaur
or two. How do these dinosaurs compare
to modern day giants such as elephants,
giraffes or whales?

C

With this one infographic, you can cover
measurement, calculation, conversion,
problem solving and even get some fraction
work in... What fraction of the size of the
Brachiosaurus is Chris Pratt?
me!
lick

As I mentioned earlier, there are hundreds
of Superhero infographics and, with
superheroes seeming to rise in popularity
with each Marvel film released, they are a
great hook for children. Some of the best
infographics are those that compare the
cost of living for a hero in the past against
today.
There are several of these on the internet,
and I have put them on the ‘Maths Shed’
as PDF documents.
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I hope this has been useful to you; if you use
an infographic in the class, or find one that I
haven’t got on the Maths Shed, then please
email me and let me know.

Again, the possibilities for this are great, you
can start with:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Looking at the numbers, and
recognising what they are.
Which number is the biggest /
smallest?
Look at place value.
How many more gadgets has
the modern day Batman got 		
compared to the 1939 Batman?
Can you write the numbers in
words?
How many years separate the
1939 and 2013 Batmen?
What is the difference between
the budget of 1939 and 2013 		
Batman?
Can you convert how much the
items would be in (insert cur-		
rency)?
Can you show this information
in a different way?

In the next article we will be looking at
using Popular Culture to help teach ‘Roman
Numerals’ and ‘Algebra’.

Graham Andre
@grahamandre
The Maths Shed
www.mathematicshed.com
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Tweet @primedmagazine
#infographics

for
Just

Have you used
infographics in the
classroom?

fun

As you can see with just those two examples,
infographics can be used to help cover many
maths strands and, because of their visual
nature, are appealing to the pupils.

We' re

going

on

a

shape

hunt

LESSONS FOR THE CLASSROOMS FROM Ti UNES U

Use this course as a starting point for your
planning or even with your class. The course
makes simple suggestions of how to use
apps to document your shape hunt, and how
iPads can continue to build understanding of
2D shapes after your hunt.

This year Apple are expanding the Lessons
for the Classroom collection on Ti unes U. This
is a free library of lesson plans, activities
and resources created by ADEs from all over
the globe.
They are lesson plans, activities, ideas or
examples of best practice, and are designed
to be put in to the hands of educators or
students to further develop the use of iPads
in the classroom.

A Notes for the Teacher section also
provides examples of children’s work and
video tutorials for using some of the apps
included in this course.

Marc Faulder
Interactive Technologies Leader
Apple Distinguished Educator
Early Years Teacher

I am very proud to announce that my own
Lesson for the Classroom, ‘We’re Going on
a Shape Hunt’, has been published to this
collection and is available to download for
free right now.
Shape hunts happen every year in
early years and primary classrooms. They
are a great way for children to notice that
their world is made up of 2D and 3D
shapes. This course aims to enhance your
shape hunts by embedding iPad apps in your
planning and activities.
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ENGLATHS

and

MISH

CROSSOVER SKILLS BETWEEN THE TWO CORE SUBJECTS
Many people will have a preference for English or Maths. It is not uncommon for a pupil to
love one of the subjects and dislike the other. Are we missing a trick? Could we harness the
skills from Maths to boost interest and understanding in English? Should we take a step even
further back and try to find fundamental skills common to both?
Maths Starter

Writing Starter

a)
Write a persuasive paragraph to
convince your audience that column subtraction is
a better method that finding the difference on a
number line.
b)
Argue the opposite case, and persuade
your audience. Can you be more persuasive than
those arguing against you?

Write a sentence in each section of this Carroll
Diagram:
Contains an
adverb

Does not
contain an
adverb

Past tense
Not past tense

Next Steps: Highlight all the technical vocabulary
you have used. Write a glossary for these terms.

Noticing

patterns

Next Steps: Rearrange this information into a Venn
Diagram. Choose different headings and see how
the sentences need rearranging.

and

making

links

Maths is built on pattern. Think of the 11x table, the rhythm of odds and evens, finding the area
of a triangle by fitting two perfectly together to make a rectangle. Pupils respond to patterns
with their gut, and drawing them out visually and orally helps to give them the sense that the
infinity of numbers can be tamed. But there are patterns in English too, and we can encourage
pupils to notice that the same skill can be applied in both subjects.
Patterns in Reading
Harry Potter=orphan.
Oliver Twist=orphan.
How many characters can you find that are
orphans, or who are parted from their parents?
Why do you think an author would choose this
technique?
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Patterns in Poetry
Read The Thought Fox by Ted Hughes. Notice
which consonant sounds and vowel sounds
appear regularly. In particular, look out for the /s/
sound. What effect does this have on the poem,
and why would Ted Hughes choose this sound for
this poem?

Finding

hidden

information

Really, every maths question on a test is about finding the hidden information. All the clues are
there, you just have to know how to use them to find the missing piece of the puzzle. Likewise,
‘reading between the lines’ is a vital skill on the way to becoming a proficient reader. Pupils
in KS1 and Early Years will be able to infer based on the relationship between a text and the
illustrations, finding hidden meanings. Encourage pupils to notice the similarities and differences
between finding hidden information in maths and in English.
Hidden info in Maths
‘Flarg’ is a new mathematical operation.

Hidden info in English
Use clues from the sentences below to work out
what parts of speech the unfamiliar words are.

8 flarg 1 = 17
4 flarg 1 = 9
11 flarg 1 = 23

Gromily, she tiptoed past the half-open door.
There was something familiar about the druppy
frog.
I had my hat on trine it was sunny.
What do you think ‘flarg’ means?
See if you can convince someone what you think 8 Throughout the room, the wefflement became
unbearable.
flarg 2 would be, or 8 flarg 3.
What clues help us work out the parts of speech?
How many different interpretations could there
be? Invent your own new operation called ‘hartip’
or ‘jound’.

Generalising

rules

General rules can be a source of misconception for many pupils. Think of: ‘to multiply by 10,
just add a zero’ or ‘i before e except after c’. There are very often exceptions to rules, or
subtleties that seem to pull the rug out from under a pupil’s feet. Pupils should be encouraged
to adapt and refine their thinking, rather than jump to conclusions or throw the baby out with
the bath water.
Always Sometimes Never in English

Explanation Texts in Maths

Decide if these statements are always, sometimes
or never true.
“A story has a beginning, a middle and an end.”
“A sentence contains a noun and a verb.”
“It is best to write in the first person.”

“When you multiply 3 numbers together, you get
an odd answer.”
Write a paragraph to explain as clearly as
possible when that statement is true, and when it
is false.
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ORGANISING

CONCEPTS

Even something as simple as writing a list or making a mind-map can help pupils deepen their
understanding, or give them a start when they might be feeling stuck. There are a number of
ways of using Venn and Carroll diagrams to help develop pupils’ thinking, and give them a
sense of the bigger picture around what they are learning, whether it is in maths, science, RE,
English or even PE.
English Carroll Diagram

PE Venn
Using the headings ‘Requires Speed’ and
‘Requires Stamina’, create a Venn diagram for
different Olympic sports.

Choose a poem and decide where each line
should be placed in the Carroll diagram below.

Uses a simile Does not use
a simile
Contains
alliteration
Does not
contain
alliteration

PLENARIES
There are a number of cross-over skills between the subjects, and helping pupils to spot when
they are using different techniques to solve different problems can help engage them across
the curriculum, and also give them a better awareness of their own learning. Try some of the
following plenaries to help pupils develop their metacognition.
• Did you solve any problems in this lesson? (e.g. I had to adapt my sentences to make them as
persuasive as possible)
• What patterns would help someone who was struggling in this lesson?
• Write a question with some missing information that would test if someone had understood this
lesson.

Josh Lury, teacher and
Senior Leader, and author of
‘A Creative Approach to
Teaching Calculation’, published by
Bloomsbury.
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the

app

roundup

USEFUL APPS FOR AfL
More and more apps are available for
teachers to use to assess their children’s
learning. Happily, many of these are free,
although they do rely on schools having a
reasonable number of tablets, as children
need to respond using an app on the tablets
they are using.

Socrative is the first app I came across that
could be used for AFL. You can use it to set
up a variety of quizzes for your children
to answer. It requires the teacher to set up
an account but if students don’t have the
app on the tablets they are using, they can
access the quizzes through the Socrative
website. The children enter a room number,
which is given to them by the teacher. Once
they are in, the can access the quizzes that
the teacher has set for them. The questions
can be set so that children can work through
them at their own pace or they can be
teacher paced. It is also possible to set
multiple-choice quizzes. The results from
these will appear as a bar chart, which can
be useful in maths. Another nifty feature
is the fact that, when you are logged in
as a teacher, you can have the children’s
responses displayed on the screen. This can
lead to further discussion.

Corkulus is a free (although there is a paid
version) app that acts as a virtual cork
board onto which you can add post-its of
all different shapes and sizes. In the free
version, you only have one board but this is
fairly large so can be used a few times. It is
easy to clear the board simply by selecting
everything and deleting it! This app is great
for assessing children’s prior knowledge or
assessing what they have learnt at the end
of a unit in a very visual way. You can then
take a screenshot of the board and either
print it out for the children’s books or save
somewhere e.g. Dropbox.

Another app that promotes Afl through
setting quizzes is Kahoot. I was first
introduced to this app at Northern Rocks
2015 during the presentation by Mark
Anderson. It involves multiple choice quizzes
that are very easy to set up. It will also
provide data from the responses. Children
find Kahoot really engaging.
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Finally, we come to Explain Everything, which
is my ‘go to’ app for many purposes. It is a
very versatile presentation app, effectively
acting like an interactive whiteboard to
which you can add text, video, images and
sound recordings. It has so many uses that it
would be impossible to list them here. It isn’t
free but the couple of pounds it costs are
well worth paying. In terms of Afl, in maths
for example, you could ask children to design
a lesson to teach someone else based on
a concept they have just finished learning
about. This should show how well they have
grasped the material and help them to
embed it and make their learning of it more
secure.

SUGGESTIONS
PLEASE
What would you like
to see on the App
Roundup next time?
Do you have any
essential apps for
teaching?

There are more and more apps being
released that could be used for Afl. My
advice would be to try one of the above
until you are confident using it. Then try
others to build up your repertoire so that it
doesn’t become boring for the children.

Bryn Goodman
@Bryngoodman
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Let us know!
Tweet
@Primedmagazine
#approundup

guided

reading

ALAN PEAT HELPS US TO GET QUESTIONING RIGHT
Alan Peat’s app, ‘Guided Reading Questioning
Framework (Narrative Texts)’ has been on my
‘Download List’ for a while, and I’ve recently
had the time to explore it (what summer
holiday?).
As an English Subject Leader, I’ve delivered
Guided Reading training, set up planning
formats, developed characters to match
the Assessment Focuses, monitored Guided
Reading... Yet it’s still a subject that takes me
a while to plan and I often get that niggling
feeling that there must be a better way! Cue
this app. It won’t plan your Guided Reading
sessions for you, but it’ll have you well on
the way to putting your feet up on a Sunday
afternoon.
The app comes with a useful Introduction
section which explains how it is structured.
Basically (here goes), it provides you with
questions to ask in your sessions. These
questions are split up into 10 key areas, or
components, of reading. Each area is defined,
and then comes with 30 questions. These
are split into Lower Order, Middle Order
and Higher Order questions, allowing you to
differentiate to the level of thinking. E.g.
L.O. Did anyone do anything you liked? Tell me
why you liked it.
M.O. Tell me about some important good
(positive) things the characters did. Why do you
think these things are important?
H.O. Were the actions of any of the characters
ones you agreed with? Tell me why you agreed
with them.

The 10 key areas provide a wide coverage of
the different aspects of reading.
1. Knowledge
2. Prediction
3. Comprehension
4. Application
5. Analysis
6. Speculative thinking
7. Empathic response
8. Synthesis
9. Evaluation
10. Elaboration
What do I like about this app? It is quality
differentiation made easy. I’ve often used a
bank of questions when planning, but this takes
it that step further and really allows you to
develop the children’s level of understanding.
It would also be a useful tool for discussions
with parents - no more ‘They’re ready to move
up a book band’ because they can decode all
of the words. It is a ready-made assessment
tool - noting their responses to these questions
on your planning builds your reading evidence,
and you can then monitor and set targets
according to strengths and weaknesses.
The app also has a handy section on each
page for notes, which can then be saved to
Dropbox, e-mailed or printed so, if you like
to work electronically, this is another great
feature.

Sam Daunt
‘Guided Reading Questioning Framework (Narrative
Texts)’ is on the App Store, priced at £1.99.
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SPOOKY

STORIES

PREPARE TO SCARE WITH THESE HALLOWE'EN TALES
Rachel Clarke, Director at Primary English
Education Consultancy Limited, shares some
of her recommendations for spooky books.

Funny Bones by Janet and Allan Ahlberg
– the repeated refrains in this text are
perfect for learning in by heart and choral
performances.

So, it’s almost Halloween. The time of the
year when you feel the need to scrape out
the innards of a poor pumpkin and stock
up on ‘funsize’ chocolate bars for those
inevitable ‘after dark visitors’ who knock on
your door and demand you, ‘HAND OVER
THE GOODIES OR RISK A TRICK!’

There are plenty of adventures featuring
Meg and Mog by Helen Nicholl, both in
book and animated form. I simply love Jan
Pienkowski’s icon drawings and know that
children love them too.

It may not sound like it, but I do quite like
Halloween. I like the focus on children, the
fun and the inevitable hauls of sticky sweets
and far-from healthy treats. What I also like
is the chance to revisit all those fabulous
books that make this time of year simply
‘spooktacular’.
If you’re compiling a selection of books for
the youngest children in school then make
sure it includes:

Another set of classics for use with the
youngest children in school are the Winnie
the Witch stories by Valerie Thomas.
Children love to see Winnie creating
mayhem and these books are again
supported with stunning illustrations, this
time by Korky Paul.
Emily Gravett has become a favourite in
early years and KS1 classrooms across the
country. Whilst not strictly a spooky book,
Wolves does contain mild sense of terror
as the Wolf follows poor Rabbit as he
reads about the danger of Wolves. There’s
nothing like a ‘he’s behind you’ type thrill
during the spooky season!
If you’re looking for something a bit
different, then The Haunted House by
Kazuno Kohara is a visual treat. Created
using a limited pallet of orange, black and
white, it is about an innovative little witch
who puts some pesky ghosts to very good
use indeed.
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For older children:
I’ll admit it now, I love Emily Gravett
so make no apologies for my second
recommendation from her. Little Mouse’s
Big Book of Fears is one of those picture
books you can use across the school. I
like using it at the top of KS2 for word
level work as the use of etymology to
build up the names of fears in the books is
simply incredible. This is a book with great
potential as a model for writing.
Kevin Crossley-Holland’s Short – A Book
of Very Short Stories is a useful book that
should be present in every classroom. It
contains some great spooky starting points
for stories. Including this one – an entire
story in one sentence!

He was alone, and in the dark; and
when he reached out for the matches,
the matches were put in his hand.
Another wolf-themed spooky book is
Wolves in the Walls by Neil Gaiman and
illustrated by Dave McKean. This is a
picture books that definitely belongs only in
KS2.

Celebrating the spooky is not all about
books. I recently stumbled across this
gamers’ website (http://www.tabletopaudio.
com/) which has some fantastic atmospheric
soundtracks that you may wish to use to
stimulate writing, or simply to create a
spooky atmosphere in your classroom or
school library.
Not all schools celebrate Halloween but
over the course of the year there is usually
an opportunity to read and write spooky
stories, mysteries and fantasy narratives. So
if you’re looking for some spooky inspiration
come and take a look at the Primary
English Spooky Stories and Resources
Pinterest Board.
Right, has anyone one seen my pumpkin
disembowelling toolkit…

Rachel Clarke
Director, Primary English Education
Consultancy Limited.
Facebook.com/PrimaryEng
Twitter.com/PrimaryEnglish

Neil Gaiman is the master of scary, spooky
spine-chilling books for KS2 so do consider
Coraline and The Graveyard Book in your
spooky collection.

Do you have any spooky story suggestions?
Tweet @primedmagazine #spookystories
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Time

to

stand

and

stare

DOES YOUR CLASSROOM HAVE IT?
It is still the Summer holiday in many areas
of the UK and what are the majority of
teachers doing? Sitting with a cup of tea
and a good book, having a glass of wine
and a good meal, relaxing and switching
off? Well, maybe for some of the time but,
if the evidence on social media is anything
to go by, many are planning their classroom
environments for the Autumn term.
I started to think about a tutor’s
comments many years ago when I was on
my final teaching placement. She came to
visit me in my first week on placement to
make sure everything was in place. I had
spent hours making resources and setting
up my classroom. I proudly showed her
round and described all the exciting learning
experiences that would be happening over
the following term. When I finally stopped
talking, she was quiet and then said, ‘That’s
all great, but where’s the time to stand and
stare?’ She made me realise that, in all my
planning, I hadn’t left any time for reflection;
every minute was accounted for and every
part of the classroom was full of stimulating
experiences. Her question has stuck with me
and influenced every classroom environment
I have provided ever since. I believe it is vital
to have a quiet area in every classroom,
somewhere that is peaceful, somewhere
children can think, somewhere they can sit
quietly, somewhere they can take time out.

I think we should always look at our
classrooms from a child’s point of view. One
thing I ask my staff to do is to get down to
the eye level of a child in their class and
take photos - it’s amazing how different
things can look from the view of a 4, 5, 6
year old (the piles of clutter under the table
which you cannot see are right in their line
of sight!). A colleague talks about classrooms
as being like ‘a chocolate box’. I love this
analogy and have adopted it to describe
how I want children to feel when they enter
my school. I want children to come through
the door and have that feeling of opening
a new box of chocolates, the excitement
of new learning experiences waiting to be
explored. Margaret McMillan talks about
‘an environment where learning will almost
be inevitable’.
However, as well as learning we should
also think about giving children those quiet
times, space to think and reflect. Tina Bruce
describes ‘the kind of environment that
allows children to wallow and take as much
time as they need’.
Plan a quiet corner in your classroom, a
space with calming colours, cushions, small
throws to wrap up in, beautiful natural
objects to look at, pot-pourri to appeal to
the sense of smell and allow in your busy
timetable that ‘time to stand and stare’.

Kathrine Nutting
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Back

to

school

concerns

MEETING STUDENTS WHERE THEY ARE
What’s really important for children when
they enter a new school year? While we
teachers are thinking about the classroom
communities we will build, the ideal means
to make that happen, what are our students
thinking about?
I put this question to my professional learning
community on Twitter and here are some of
the responses:
When’s lunch?
Where are the toilets?
What are my teachers like?
Are any of my friends in my classes?
Will I be accepted?
Will I have time to finish my lunch?
Will I sit near my friend?
Who will I play with at recess?
What if no one understands me?
What if I don’t understand the teacher?
Will the other kids laugh at me because of my
_ _ _ _ _ _ _?
Are my shoes cool?
Will last year’s crush mess up my
chances with this year’s crush?
Will my teacher like me?
Will I be good enough?
And this story: “1 of my new firsties told me he forgot
how to read! I said,“I’m sure you didn’t!” He said,
“Maybe I know a few words.”

One colleague tweeted: “Students’ concerns
always remind me that school is far more
than what is discussed in educator circles.
Big disconnect.” I could not have phrased my
impression more accurately.
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When teachers prepare classrooms and
lessons for new groups of students at the
beginning of the year, of course, we are
thinking carefully about how to create
spaces which support learning, encourage
participation and invite community. We are
thinking about ways to capture and maintain
students’ attention while considering methods
to facilitate their transition from summer
vacation to the mega meta-structure that is
school.
Students’ primary concerns, in contrast, more
likely revolve around very personal and
social themes as this list bears out. They are
probably not asking themselves: How will I
be actively engaged in my lessons? Or how
many opportunities will I have to collaborate
and demonstrate my creativity today? We
teachers, however, may have the tendency
to think and plan as if these were their most
pressing questions and concerns. Even those
kids who are thinking about their course
load and doing well will more than likely
have a more ego-centered framing of their
concerns, such as: Will I be good enough?
Can I hack this coursework?
My point is not to suggest that teachers
have got things the wrong way round.
Rather I want to remind myself and others
that should we notice a disconnect between
our agenda and those of our students, we
should not be surprised. And we can bridge
that potential disconnect, meet our students
where they are while still accomplishing our
classroom aims.

There are several ways to do that. One
way is simply to provide the time and
structure for students to think, talk, draw
and/or write about their hopes, fears, and
questions. Giving students a chance to voice
their concerns is already a form of validation,
signaling that their individual thoughts and
feelings have a place in the classroom.

Finally, when students are visibly unsettled
and distressed, one tool I find helpful is this:
‘H.A.L.T. = Hungry, Angry, Lonely, Tired’ as
sort of checklist for thinking about what may
be at the root of a student’s distress. This list
may also serve as a conversation starter to
assist students in naming their feelings (even
if it appears to be none of these).

In observing your students, what do you
notice? What are students doing as they
enter the room? How do they respond to
the room set-up? Which students come in
groups or in the singular? Who is speaking
up? Who is keeping quiet? Careful, nonjudgmental observation is challenging
for all of us. As classroom leaders, we
rely heavily on our judgment to make
countless decisions, minute to minute, about
everything from our wording to tone of
voice to classroom design to dealing with
interruptions. The list is literally endless.
With that in mind, summoning the necessary
presence to see your students without
immediately labeling and categorizing them
for later processing may take additional
effort. What this type of observation can
enhance, however, is our curiosity about the
possibility to be found within each student.
This approach asks us to take a stance of
not knowing for a moment which is another
reason it may feel a bit out of character for
some of us. Essentially, it puts us in the same
boat with our students for a time. Rather
than seeking answers, we welcome and
pursue questions alongside our students. This
is my version of “flipping” the classroom in an
attempt to meet students where they are.

All of these strategies provide opportunities
for us to get to know our students as
the fascinatingly complex and intricate
individuals that they are. Taking their deeply
personal concerns seriously at the start of
the school year and offering time, space
and means for those feelings and thoughts
to be acknowledged can go a long way
in supporting relationships which lead to
authentic learning and healthier school
communities.
Many thanks to members of my twitter
PLN who responded to my question and
contributed to this article: @korytellers, @
pepinosuave, @Sisyphus38, @KrisGiere,
@GHsaysRockChalk, @MrsUhls, and @
MrAndersonELA

Sherri Spelic
Elementary PE Specialist in Vienna, Austria

Share your thoughts.
Tweet @primedmagazine
#backtoschoolconcerns
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“I

never

get

chosen!"

A LOOK AT PARTICIPATION IN THE CLASSROOM
When lesson time is short, it’s tempting to get
pupil feedback by asking for ‘hands up’. But
how does this compare to other methods? I
decided to investigate...
Ask the class a question and you can rely
on the usual suspects to flap and stretch
their arms in a bid to catch the teacher’s
attention. However, the desperation of some
pupils to reveal the ‘correct answer’ is often
set in contrast to those sat hairdressing, or
indulging an ongoing love affair with Velcro.
It’s a disparity that’s troubled me for some
time and so, in search of better practice, I
decided to carry out some action research
and ask pupils and teachers what they felt
about classroom talk and feedback. Here’s
what I discovered...

Who

answers
?

questions?

The stereotypical image is of higher-ability
children dominating the lesson in an effort
to be credited with the correct answer. But
the relationship between pupils’ attainment
and their willingness to contribute was less
clear cut, with the 11 teachers and 125
pupils I surveyed through questionnaires and
interviews reporting a range of experiences.
One teacher felt that it was confident,
middle-ability pupils who were answering the
most questions. And while some pupils spoke
of the typical competitive boy, jumping out
of his seat with every question, another
teacher found the girls in her class were
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providing most of the answers because the
boys were too shy. It was a useful starting
point as it highlighted the danger in assuming
every class behaves in the same way. Since
the number of confident, high attaining,
articulate boys is different in every class,
we cannot always assume that boys will
behave in one way, and girls in another. All
the teachers I asked thought pupils were
given an equal opportunity to respond, but
the pupils told a different story. Only three
quarters (73 per cent) thought they were
being given a fair crack of the whip, and
one child was particularly disgruntled: “No
matter how hard I try, nobody seems to pick
me to do anything; sometimes it is like you’re
a little invisible.”

Vox

pops

As you might expect, some approaches
were not used as frequently as others.
Voting in particular was seldom employed,
even though pupils favoured this as a ‘fair’
approach. Few teachers chose to select
a particular pupil to answer a question –
something the children were pleased about
as they didn’t like being ‘put on the spot’.

You might have thought the impartiality of
random selection would make it a popular
method among pupils, but only 16 per
cent saw it as efficient. Some pupils were
confused by the system, or felt the law of
averages was against them and that they
never got chosen. It sounds obvious, but it
reminds us just how important it is to explain
to the class how and why we are using a
particular teaching strategy.
The use of mini whiteboards and talk
partners has become increasingly common
practice in primary schools, and both
were in frequent use and thought to be
effective. Talk partners was seen as a way
to include shy pupils, and collaboration
led to better thinking. Mini whiteboards
appealed to children because they didn’t
have to commit to a single answer, any
mistakes being easily wiped away. Not
everyone was a fan, though. One teacher
found handing a mini whiteboard to a child
with poor concentration skills gave him or
her an excuse to ‘stop and switch off’. And
distributing 30 whiteboards ate into lesson
time, on occasion.

The

problem with
‘ hands up’

The old-fashioned approach
of asking for hands up was still
the most popular, particularly
for controlling lesson pace and
content. When children have to
raise a hand, it’s easy to see who
is listening and confident, as one
teacher remarked.

It can also stop the lesson from flagging,
though this can lead to high-attaining children
taking centre stage when time is short. And
therein lies the problem. Used poorly, the
hands up approach is an unfair method
that does not extend pupils’ thinking. It has
been criticised by academics who advocate
dialogic teaching, which is seen as a better
way to open up discussion. In his book,
Interactive Maths Teaching (2006), Nick
Pratt discusses the way in which lessons can
become a quest for the ‘right answer’.

Using

iPads

An interesting alternative I explored as part
of the action research project was to ask
pupils how they thought using iPads (e.g. with
polling apps) would change their learning
experience. Advantages included immediate
feedback (and therefore enhanced self/
peer assessment), more opportunities for
discussion, and a more positive attitude from
the children. As one pupil put it: “If you put
your hand up, the teacher can only choose
one at a time. But, with the app, you do not
have to wait to show your answer.”
I asked pupils how they thought iPads could
change learning. Some felt the technology
would aid concentration, particularly
among boys who might otherwise be
easily distracted by friends talking nearby.
Most were also in favour of being able to
give a private answer – something, it was
suggested, that might boost girls’ confidence
when answering maths questions.
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All pupils agreed that iPads are superior
to laptops, especially in terms of speed.
Copying others’ work was a concern, but
one pupil suggested the Nearpod app as
a solution to this problem, as the teacher
can monitor pupil responses on his or her
computer. A number of disadvantages also
cropped up, including rushing to complete
the answer in the fastest time, timetabling
issues, and Wi-Fi network capabilities.

Answer

Is there a ‘right moment’ to use a particular
response approach? I believe the results of
the research show it’s important to plan how
you will seek feedback from the children
before the lesson begins, but that this should
be combined with ad hoc, professional
judgements that respond to the level of
pupils’ engagement and any changes
in lesson content. We must be mindful in
deciding how we will pose questions,
selecting who will answer, and how. If we
don’t think this through, we might revert back
to the pattern of calling on one student at
a time – usually the child who is in greatest
danger of dislocating his shoulder.

Heidi Singleton

me

this...

How to plan for feedback during the lesson:
1. Plan your question / response approaches for the lesson.
2. Ask a question (planned / reciprocal).
3. Pupils give a response using the pre-planned approach (e.g. hands up / virtual post-it notes)
OR...

3b. Professional judgement is made ad hoc to select the most suitable response based on the
lesson context and pupil progress.
4. Teacher or pupil provides neutral feedback (i.e. opens up the discussion, and does not
respond with a platitude - “good work”, for instance).
5. Pupils add to the chain of discussion with a comment / pupil-generated question.
OR...

5b. Move on to the next part of the lesson.
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Life

is

a

song.

sing

it.

A GUIDE TO THE SINGING ASSEMBLY
I always look forward to leading singing
practice on a Tuesday afternoon. Singing has
always been a passion of mine; admittedly,
I’m not the best singer but I can hold a tune
and I get a lot out of it. I enjoyed singing at
school and could probably list all the songs
from the Junior Praise book that we used
(Number 50 was my favourite – Give me oil in
my lamp). Our music teacher was enthusiastic
and played the piano with enough energy
to get the whole assembly hall smiling and
singing. We had daily assemblies but Friday
was special - we always had a ‘Singing
Assembly’ in which the whole school would
come together and sing.
Singing is a brilliant way of bringing
people together. Think back to a concert or
performance that you’ve watched. If you’ve
been lucky enough to watch Coldplay,
Michael Buble, Taylor Swift or S Club 7 (back
in the day), you’ll have been stood up waving
your arms and singing your heart out, along
with 10,000 other people. It’s a collaborative
experience and, if we give singing a chance,
we can all enjoy it, even if we can’t sing!
Whoever said you need to be able to sing to
be a singer?

When I started working at my current
school I was pleased to see that we had
a slot for singing. When I became the
music leader, I had the opportunity to lead
singing; suddenly, I found myself in the same
position as my music teacher from primary
school. To this day I still remember thinking to
myself, ‘I want to do that, I want to play the
piano in assembly’, so - to me - I’m in a very
privileged position because it’s something
that I’ve wanted to do for a very long time.
I took on the role of Music subject leader
after I had completed my NQT year. That
summer, I spent an afternoon of my holiday
surrounded by sheet music and music books,
working out what I wanted to teach children
to sing in assemblies. I could have picked a
list of my favorite songs but it doesn’t work
like that. I had to think very carefully about
the ability and age range of the children
I would be teaching and the sort of music
that primary aged children would enjoy.
Hymns and children’s songs have been used
in assemblies for generations and some of
them are still used today. I wanted to keep
the tradition of hymn singing, even though
we are not a faith school. We always
observe festivals like Christmas and Easter
and regularly have members of the clergy
in to lead assemblies so, with that in mind, I
thought hymns were suitable songs to use in
our school setting and added a number of
them to my ‘Music List’ for the autumn term.
When choosing music, it is advisable to think
carefully about the faiths represented in your
school.
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I like to plan the music for each term to
make sure that we find the time to practice
Christmas carols and songs for special
occasions and events. I also like to plan
music that is appropriate for significant days
that we remember in our assemblies, such as
Harvest, Armistice Day, International Day
of Peace and Bonfire Night. It’s also a good
idea to find out about special events that
are taking place nationwide and worldwide,
such as the 2016 Olympics, Queen’s 90th
Birthday Celebrations and Euro 2016. It is so
important that children listen to and perform
different styles of music; you may be the
person that ‘opens their ears’ to a brand
new genre or style of music.
Anyway, back to the list. Sing Up is a brilliant
resource for music and other areas of the
curriculum. It’s a great source for music that
has already been arranged for young
singers and it’s not too difficult for teachers
either. The styles of music range from pop to
rock, religious to secular, and from Broadway
to Disney, so there is quite a range of music
to choose from. If your school is a member
of Sing Up, then termly magazines are sent
out and always include a CD with new
songs for the term ahead. A number of
these songs end up on my list. Here ends my
sales pitch for Sing Up.

Picture the scene: the hall is full of children
and teachers and you are up at the front
about to teach them all a new song. Many
teachers find the prospect of leading a
normal assembly daunting, never mind a
singing assembly, but I try not to think about
nerves or ‘getting it wrong’. I suppose it’s an
advantage that I’ve been a member of my
local amateur dramatics society since I was
10, so I’m not a complete mess when singing
or speaking in front of large groups of
people. I always start with a warm-up, which
sometimes includes clapping or chanting;
other times it just involves singing scales and
warming up voices. I’ve also used this time
to remind pupils about posture when singing
- it’s incredibly important to stand straight,
push your shoulders back, clear your throat
and sing out!
Our singing practice lasts around 30 minutes
and we’re normally able to learn one or two
songs per session. I let the children listen to
the song on a CD first and then we learn
each line individually. If there’s no CD, then
I sing the tune (bless their ears) and children
repeat the lines after me. They never get a
new song after one run through so I always
get them to sing the song in the next whole
school assembly - then the tune and the
lyrics start to sink in, especially if they like the
song.

Clic

k
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me!

How do we know what sort of music they
like? Simple: I always ask children to write
a list of songs they would like to sing in
assembly, although some suggestions are
immediately dismissed - for some reason it
didn’t seem appropriate to add ‘Gangnam
Style’ to our Autumn list last year. It’s always
a good idea to speak to a range of children
from different year groups about the music
that they want to sing; they might even
provide you with some inspiration for your
music list.

““Those who wish to
sing always find
a song."

Attention
talented
person!
(yes, you!)!

- Swedish Proverb
Singing should always be enjoyable and
should be approached with enthusiasm
and a large smile. Singing practice should,
of course, help children improve their singing
and it’s an opportunity to teach them singing
techniques but, in my opinion, children in
primary school need to learn to love singing.
Enjoyment should always come first.

Mark Stilwell

Do you have any tips
for teaching singing?
Tweet @primedmagazine
#singing

Would you like to write
for a future issue of
								
						 ?
Email
primedmagazine@gmail.com
with your ideas for an article
and we’ll get back to you.
Follow us on Twitter
@primedmagazine for updates
and deadlines.
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Are

we

always

better

connected?

EXPLORING THE ‘UNPLUGGED’ APPROACH TO COMPUTING
“Are we going to do work on the computers
today?” was a question I was asked by a
Year 5 pupil. My mind went through several
possible responses in quick succession:

“You are right to assume that learning
in a Computing lesson may take place
with or without a device.”
“Do you feel that we spend too much
of our learning time at a computer?”
“It sounds like you enjoy our unplugged
lessons.”
“Yes, there are a variety of ways we
can learn about Computing.”
In fact, ever since taking over the planning
and delivery of Computing at my school,
I’ve witnessed the impact of unplugged
lessons on children’s learning. Barefoot
Computing’s (free) online resources are rich
with ‘disconnected’ ideas, including schemes
of work, videos, plans and resources, as is
Phil Bagge’s site ‘Junior Computer Science’.
Almost every area of Primary Computer
Science has an application away from a
computer, and the children love it. More
importantly for me, it’s changed their ideas
of what Computing is.
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Interest rose when Year 4 children came
into their classroom to find the floor covered
in red coloured tape. The tape formed a
series of ‘courses’ that the children had to
walk, directed by their partner. This led on
to learning basic Logo, then MSW Logo,
and finally Scratch. Clear links to shape
and space helped the children make the
connection between Computing and Maths.
A ball of string was passed around the
children in the Year 4 classrooms to
demonstrate and model the World Wide
Web. In fact, upon explaining to them that
this is why it’s called a web, there was
the discernible sound of pennies being
dropped. This real-life link that they could
access from their own experience helped
enormously. They role-played DNS servers
making queries and linking with others. Some
children suggested that this was like a shop
or restaurant because you are asking for a
very specific thing. Networks came alive.

Learning about databases in Year 5, we
studied the property search website
Rightmove. There are many fields to
search with and all kinds of housing to be
purchased. Children were each given an
individual budget at random. They took it
in turns to role play the estate agent and
the buyer, each time having been given a
different brief, e.g. you are looking for no
more than two beds, but you want a flat
within 3 miles of Oxford station. The role play
made them realise that, in part, this is a very
real job, done by very real people.

Once the children have made that real-life
link to their learning in Computing, there are
some outstanding resources available at our
fingertips. The BBC have launched iWonder,
a huge project that was years in the making.
The resource is comprehensive and very
easy to follow. Twitter is a powerful source
of information – why not ask the people
who you look up to? Computing teachers
on Twitter are friendly, knowledgeable and
keen to share their resources. Here are my
top ten to follow:

Of course, there are other factors that
influence a teacher’s delivery of a subject. In
July, I attended a day’s training with Mark
Dorling to prepare me to be a Master
Teacher. Sharing ideas between Secondary
and Primary colleagues was invaluable:
Secondary specialists could see how
Primaries would simplify an idea to make it
more accessible for lower achievers, and
Primaries could see how learning could be
extended for higher achievers. We delivered
mini CPD sessions to each other and were
assessed on their effectiveness.

@Esafetyofficer
@Katypotts
@Kcorish
@Primaryicttech
@IdeasFactory
@Nicscho
@ICTEvangelist
@DavidBrownHMI
@mberry
@JosepicardoSHS

Herts for Learning have a great Computing
team who have worked extremely hard
to produce a fully comprehensive scheme
of work for the Primary phase. Buying the
scheme and the expertise of the team was
possibly the best thing we have invested
in – it is clear and easy to use. Each unit
is 2 pages long and includes in-depth
assessment guidance, objectives, activity
suggestions and a full explanation of the
strands.
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The Computing at School community is one
of the best places to go for resources, plans
and to chat with other teachers. There is a
huge wealth of ideas all in one place, and
the resources will soon be categorised for
ease of searching.
Are we always better connected? My
answer: sometimes it’s more fun to move
away from the technology and understand
where it’s come from.

James Jerrold
@CASTeacherHerts

Links
Phil Bagge’s site
http://code-it.co.uk/philbagge.html
Barefoot Computing
http://barefootcas.org.uk/
Herts for Learning
http://www.hertsforlearning.co.uk/
BBC iWonder
http://www.bbc.co.uk/makeitdigital
CAS community door
http://community.computingatschool.org.uk/
door
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YOUR COMPUTING
CONCERNS
“Not having enough working resources or the
correct software to deliver it effectively.”
- Beth Gale, on Facebook
“I’m worried about teaching and delivering
web designer lessons and coding lessons when
my own knowledge is limited. I always ‘swot
up’ ahead of time but this new computing
curriculum is still leaving me (a computer
literate person) confused!”
- Anon.
I don’t mind ‘learning as I go’ and don’t have
an issue with the kids knowing I don’t know
everything as we are all learning. I will be
more worried in a few years’ time when this
Y3 get to me after doing 3 years computing
and I feel I can’t move their learning on.”
- Liz Haines, on Facebook
“T he new curriculum has been put into place
without enough thought to implementation
and staff training. As a Computing Subject
Leader in a Junior School, I have found that
the vast majority of my colleagues have
no experience coding and are very anxious
about teaching it. Again, there are very few
training opportunities available in my area, so
it is very much a case of in-house training
through workshops as we go. In my view,
little (or no) thought has been put into the
implementation of the New Curriculum. Yes,
many of the coding resources are free however, to use these applications to step
away from the computer screen and use the
coding to make a physical ‘machine’ involves
significant investment in equipment (e.g. Lego
WeDo, Raspberry Pie, Arduino or similar) and for some schools, where finances are
tight, not a realistic option. ”
- Anon

PRIMARY

COMPUTING: Were

we

ready?

HAVE TEACHERS COPED WITH THE CHANGE?
Technical
One year ago, teachers across the country
made the change from teaching the ICT
Curriculum to the new Computing Curriculum,
a change which saw a divide in teachers’
attitudes. So, with such a divide in opinion,
subject knowledge and fondness of the
subject, the glaring question - for me
anyway - is: were we ready?
It may seem a simple question but, through
my experience of delivering CPD sessions
and working with teachers in the northwest, it was interesting to see the different
perspectives of the curriculum, what people
thought the curriculum involved and different
skills people thought were needed. Through
conversations with teachers, negative
attitudes were primarily influenced by the
following factors:

Media
‘Coding Revolution’, ‘Primary School Children
Learn to program’ and ‘Teaching our children
to code’ are some of the headlines that
lined news feeds and newspapers around
the country. There is no doubt the curriculum
change was significant, so you could be
forgiven for thinking the curriculum was all
about learning to code whereas, in reality,
that was not the case.

Language

Upon first read of the Primary National
Curriculum, the technical language was
overwhelming with such words as: algorithm,
debugging and computational thinking.
While the language was new, the concepts
were not: much of what we have taught is
still relevant. Once many of the teachers I
worked with decoded the language, their
attitudes shifted and became more positive.

Future

Generation

I found this factor to be one of the most
common worries, with teachers asking the
questions: ‘Do I have the skills to teach this
subject?’ and ‘How can I teach X when the
children in my class know more?’. Many of
the children we teach can use tablets and
computers long before they start school; this
does not have to be a negative thing or
create a barrier for teachers. I have found
this creates opportunities to learn alongside
the children, giving them the responsibility to
teach you something new. I recently learned
how to use Minecraft with the children in my
class - the satisfaction and pride they gained
from the experience was immense and a
boost for their self-esteem. My point is, don’t
be afraid if the children know more than you
in certain areas - it doesn’t matter. Embrace
it and use their experience to develop yours.
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So, were we ready? Personally, I think yes…
and no, for the wrong reasons. With the
emphasis on computer programming, the
technical language used within the curriculum
and gap in skills and knowledge created
negative attitude and generated an air
of panic. Having said that, teachers in the
UK show great tenacity and by working
together to understand and learn the
necessary skills to give the best education
to our children. My final point: the resilience,
passion and dedication to the children we
teach will always prevail and make us ready
for anything - Were we ready? Always.

Craig Keaney
@Mr_Keaney
Algorithm
An unambiguous set of rules or a precise
step-by-step guide to solve a problem or
achieve a particular objective.
Command
An instruction for the computer to execute,
written in a particular programming
language.
Debug
To fix the errors in a program.
Script
A computer program typically executed one
line at a time through an interpreter, such as
the instructions for a Scratch character.
Sprite
A computer graphics object that can be
controlled (programmed) independently of
other objects or the background.
From the QuickStart Computing Glossary
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WHAT TO DO IF
YOU STILl DON't
FEEL READY
1. Speak to your colleagues and your
Computing Leader. They may be feeling
the same way, in which case training could
be sought. Alternatively, they may be able
to help you out by sitting with you and
‘showing you the ropes’, or you may be able
to arrange to observe colleagues who feel
confident delivering computing (and you’ll
probably see that you’re not doing such a
bad job yourself!).
2. Reach out on Twitter. James’ list of
contacts is good start, but there are many
more who may be able to answer questions
or work with you on a topic. @gazneedle
would direct people to @CompAtSch
@Baggiepr too.
3. Visit the websites James listed. A couple
of other useful links, offered by @mberry,
are the Computing at School pdf titled
Computing in the National Curriculum: A
guide for Primary Teachers, and QuickStart
Computing, which is ‘a comprehensive
CPD toolkit for the new national computing
curriculum’.
4. Play with the software. Yes, it takes up
valuable time, but it will help you to guide
children when they come up against the
same problems you will have faced.
5. Learn the technical terms. It’s like another
language, so make sure you understand
before you teach.
6. Have a go - that’s what we tell the kids!

Managing

behaviour

GETTING IT RIGHT FROM THE START
How many times have you heard the saying
‘don’t smile until Christmas’? It’s only a little
bit true.
Here are your essential ingredients for the
new school year:
Be absolutely clear on what your
expectations are for when the children
arrive on the first day in September. But
equally, be prepared for those expectations
to change and evolve. Decide on what all of
your systems and routines will involve. How
do you expect children to line up? How is it
decided who will be at the front of the line?
What is your system to co-ordinate water
and toilet breaks? How do you want children
to move about the classroom? How do you
want to get the children’s attention during
lessons?
On a similar note, be as prepared as you
possibly can in regard to your physical
resourcing. Create your class lists, ensuring
that you have the correct spellings of names!
After this is done, you can begin using your
list to create all the necessary labels for
your classroom – coat pegs, trays, groups
etc. Also have a think about your initial art
activities or quick displays that can make the
classroom an inviting place to be in the early
days of the new school year. By having
your resources, book shelves and displays
sorted and organised, you will be freeing
up your mind and body to focus on the more
‘here and now’ of classroom activities and
management.
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BACK TO
SCHOOL
TOOLKIT
Ensure you create or adopt your list of
positive classroom rules, avoiding negative
statements. For example, turn, ‘Do not call
out in class,’ into, ‘Raise your hand when
you want to speak’. Practice the rules
over and over again with your pupils. This
will particularly support your kinaesthetic
learners and helps model your expectations
to the pupils.
Establish and enforce the boundaries that
you have put in place. In the early weeks, it
is important that you are relentless with this
to ensure the boundaries are respected by
everyone in the class. As the term goes by,
you can always become more flexible from
your initial rigidity of boundaries. It is much
easier to do this than try and become more
rigid after a lax beginning of term.
Similarly, praise and reward children
following routines and respecting the
classroom boundaries at any opportunity
you have. Seek out as many positive
behaviours as often as practical, particularly
(and especially) with any of your ‘target’
children.

Make a real effort to meet and speak with
all of your parents. The value of making that
first point of contact a positive interaction just
cannot be underestimated. Having started
on such a positive note, it will help with
relationships if you have to contact them
later in the year regarding any negative
incidents.
When consequences need to come into
the picture, be clear and use non-emotive
language. For example, ‘You have already
been asked to do X and if I have to ask
again then you will need to do Y’. I really
recommend giving pupils some ‘take up time’
if things become difficult. Using a sand timer
not only helps give the pupil some time to
consider their options, but also allows you
some time to keep your emotions in check.
Finally, ensure you take the time to speak
with the previous teacher about the
emotional, social and behavioural needs of
the children. Don’t underestimate the value
of hearing another teacher’s interpretations
of the different pupils’ needs, but also value
the fundamental idea of a giving each and
every child a fresh start!
The start of the school year is an exciting
and busy time for teachers. Make the most
of your time to grow your relationships with
each of the pupils. All these investments in
your time and energy will pay dividends as
the school year progresses. Good luck!

Chris Best

YOUR

TOP

TIPS

“Find out something about each of the
children - something they do in their spare
time - and make time to ask them about
it, particularly after the weekend. Make
them feel that you care about more
than just when they are at school.”
- Tracey West, on Facebook

“Be consistent. Know your kids and what
works for them.”
- Helen Paul, on Facebook
“Create a set of non-negotiables
with your class and decide on suitable
punishments for when they don’t follow
them. Also create a set of positive
learning behaviours and rewards for these.
- Melissa Sladen, on Facebook

“Never let the ‘needs’ of one child become
more important than the needs of the
rest of the class.”
- Sarah-Jane Hart, on Facebook
“Use Class Dojo to track positive behaviour
points. Visual and fun way of catching
children doing good things.
- Ian Addison, on Facebook

Don’t lick chairs
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nqt

MY TOP 10 TIPS FOR SURVIVING THE FIRST YEAR
It has been a long time since I was an
NQT. To be frank, a lot longer than I
care to think nowadays, but I have been
fortunate enough to have mentored several
successfully along the way.

So, you’ve done your training, through
whatever programme. You have a certificate
and a photo of yourself in a funny hat! I
have one too!
Fu

nny hat!

As it is time for teachers up and down the
land to get ready to start a new year, it is
also time for the next generation of teachers
to do it perhaps for the first time. NQTs =
New and Quietly Terrified! (Thanks to
@MissNQT for that phrase – she is now
@MissRQT).
As you are about to embark on a new
and exciting journey into being completely
responsible for the learning of your own little
bunch of children, you might be nervous,
excited, anxious, determined, or a big mix of
these with some extras thrown in.
Well don’t fear: I feel like that too, every
year. I think if I ever stop feeling like that,
then it is time for me to consider my options!
It should be a time of nervous excitement.
You are keen to impress (aren’t we all?!). You
don’t want to mess it up. Don’t worry, you’ll
do something daft early on! Just ask around
the staff room – anyone who says they
never did anything that they look back on
with their palm firmly on their face is a liar –
keep your eye on them! (I’m kidding – that’s
probably just the ambitious Deputy Head!)
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Me
Now you’ve got it – what are you going to
do with it?
I am going to put together a list of 10 things
that I would recommend. It isn’t a perfect list
- there is really no such thing. It all depends
on your setting and your support network. It
is just my thoughts on some things you might
be well advised to consider that will set you
in the best possible position to get through it
– and get through it you will. You are ready!

Here we go…

1010.

Displays

Some of this will depend on the school’s
display policy of course, but:
•
Plan it out on paper or in your head.
•
What do you want?
•
Where do you want it?
•
Where will it be seen?
•
What do they need?
•
Can it be accessed?
And other such important questions. ‘Is it
interesting?’ and, ‘Will they like it?’ are good
ones too!
Make sure that the things which you display
are clear, purposeful and useful. I have to be
honest here. I really don’t like a ‘SparkleBox’
or ‘Twinkl’ classroom! Those resources have
their place but please, they are not a
panacea – just because they have it, doesn’t
mean you have to have it on the walls and
windows!
Don’t be afraid to be a little bespoke –
make some things yourself and, if you do
use commercial printed resources, please
trim the logo off. It’s a classroom, not an
advertising hoarding!
Remember to celebrate learning as well
as support learning. I was once part of
a meeting in a school which was having
some issues with their results; we were all
discussing how to develop the environment
for learning and it was very late on before
someone (me) asked whether we should
celebrate children’s success. It was deemed
really important, so I asked why it hadn’t
been mentioned.

I like ideas like having clipboards or bulldog
clips on the walls – use them to instantly
share a child’s success, either for the lesson,
the day or longer (and no mounting is
needed!)
Keep it fluid, always adding more. If you
have space, having one of these for every
child builds a portfolio of things a child should
be proud of, which can be very helpful at
parents’ meetings too!
Another idea is a graffiti wall: Use cheap
wallpaper and children can record thoughts,
questions, ideas, images and suggestions
– anything they like. It just needs to be
purposeful, even if it only is to them. Again, if
there is space, I have used blackboard paint
to make an awkward corner or door into
somewhere for children to write and record.
It looks good, is very much personalised
for the children and always changing – a
winning formula for me.

99.

Use of Space
and Seating

There is no hard and fast rule about how
to arrange the furniture. All the methods of
arranging tables have their pros and cons.
Consider groups, rows, horseshoes, single
islands, or a flexible approach where you
move them around for different purposes
and different lessons.
I apologise for stating the obvious, but
ensure that, whatever you have, there is
room for the children to move and that
there is room for you to get to them. If
you are zoning your room, then make it
clear to children by how you use labelling,
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resource placement and space. Have you
got an area for reading? Maths? A puzzle
or independent extension?
Open space is also important – Y6 children
can and should sit on a carpet; they are not
grown-ups (yet).
Have yourself a seating plan. Where do you
want children to be? Tell them, show them
and, as time passes, you can modify it to
improve it. I have always had more success
when I have decided rather than them.
If you are going to group children in lessons,
have a plan for who sits where and when.
If there is going to be more flexible grouping
then, again, have a plan for how it will work.
Doing it on an ad hoc basis will just create
more work in the long run!

Use images/clipart pictures too; it supports
learners who need those visual clues.
Are you going to hand-write them? Is there
a correct style, font or letter formation you
should use? Are you going to type them? Is
there an agreed font?
There is always the option to buy them
pre-done - check on eBay!

88. Labels - By hand,
by computer or just
Buy?
I assume that, like most teachers, your
classroom will be labelled to within an inch
of its life!
That’s fine – but how are you going to do it?
Will it be in English, or does it need to be
multi-lingual? It is a good way to show
everyday vocabulary.
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77.

Your Desk - Are
you having one?

If you do, be sure that you don’t build a
barrier.
It may seem obvious but I have still seen
it done; indeed, once upon a time, I did it
myself. This is where the teacher builds walls
to hide behind, a desk and piles of things
between you and them. Whether or not
you sit there in lessons, don’t build a little
bolthole. Be open, not defensive – my desk
is somewhere a child can sit to work as well.

I think it is important to maintain a small
space that is yours, even if quite quickly
it disappears under piles of paper, sticky
notes, marking, lists and other such things.
You need a place to put your things. Children
do, why shouldn’t you?
To the left hand side of a focal point (IWB/
Screen/TV etc.) is most common and seen as
a position of control; the right hand side is
seen as less formal. I read that somewhere.
(See @TomBennett71, I think.) Mine is usually
on the left of my IWB. What matters is that
there is somewhere you can call ‘home’. If
you choose not to have one, or your school
has a policy where you don’t have desks for
teachers, consider where you will be putting
things you need quicker access to than those
in a cupboard or a box.

What exactly do your year leaders or SLT
require in terms of planning? This should be
an important part of your induction.
As with all planning documents, it should
be a pretty fluid document really, so how
are you annotating and using this to move
learning on? Keep annotated plans in a file
and be able to refer to them.
OK? Do you feel confident in egg sucking
now? Good!
Make sure you have the Long Term
Overview – if you are being left to make it
up for yourself, someone has missed a job!
Especially now that the curriculum should
be clearly embedded! What cycle are your
class on: Year A, Year B etc…

66. Planning - Know
what is expected of
you, before you go nuts!

Remember, you are planning for the children,
not the Head; s/he isn’t in your class as a
learner but, if they are, make sure they’d
have a great learning experience!

This one is a no-brainer.

Tom Sherrington ( @headguruteacher ) puts it
best:

Are there agreed set formats everyone has
to plan on, or are you able to plan freely in
a format of your choosing?
If you are, then what key elements are
required? Objective, outline of activity,
differentiation, outcomes, success criteria,
annotations… Be clear.

“If there was no OfSTED, no league
tables, no SLT... just you and your class…
what would you choose to do to make
it GREAT? Do that anyway.”

What use of tech is expected of you and
the children? iPads/tablets and apps,
programmables etc.
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Behaviour Policy:
See Point 2 below.
The

Unofficially

Official

POLICY
WRITING
POLICY
5. Know the policies/ &
Behaviour Management
I once worked in a school with a ‘Policy
Writing Policy’ – Yep, you read that right! We
try not to speak of it and it was ‘unofficially
official’.
There will be so many policies that it will be
next to impossible to know all of them inside
out, but you will need a working knowledge
of all of them. So, start with the key ones
– these for me are the main ones, in no
particular order:

Assessment Policy:
From September schools need to have a
plan for how they are going to assess and
measure pupil progress – find out about this
quickly (for a lot of schools, like mine, it is
INSET day 1).
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There are still nervous schools and teachers
and head teachers out there and they are
going to need to be sure that all staff (and
that includes you, dear NQT) are ready to
go from day 1.

Teaching and Learning Policy:
How should things look? Planning
expectations should be in here too.
Marking and Feedback Policy:
How much? How often? 3 Stars and a wish?
Pupil reflection? Pink & Green? RAG123?
What does marking/feedback look like in
your school? It is important to get this right.
Internet/Web Access Policy:
What can you do and what can’t you?
What can children do and what can’t they?
Blogging, use of Social Media, should all be
in here - if they aren’t, ask about it. This will
help when you are planning to use various
tech tools too.
If you are getting these ones right, you’re
probably on the right track!

4And:

44. The 3 Rs:: “Roles,
Responsibilities and
Routines
@MrsPTeach puts this one really well here:
Classroom Management –
My tips for NQTs.
She is absolutely right that the early
development of a clear routine will help you
enormously. It will take some organizing to
start, but will be well worth it in the end. No
amount of repetition is too much if they get it
right without you asking them!
And I quote:
“Routines – for certain parts of the
day, having routines means you don’t
have to spend a lot of time dishing out
instructions. It takes a bit of time at
the start of the year but it is worth it.
End every lesson the same – I choose
for them to tidy, put books away and
stand behind their chairs. This gives me
an opportunity to extend any plenary
activities and continue questioning
those who are ready to go. It makes
it easy for children to leave as chairs
are already tucked in. It’s a small thing
which makes life easier for me. In the
same way, they know what to do when
they walk in the door in the morning …
We have routines for lining up, collecting
and handing in homework, using the
laptops and handing out books and
work.”

“Jobs – make them work harder than
you. Give over time (5 minutes a day)
for children to do jobs. Handing out
letters, jumpers, writing tomorrow’s date
on the board, sorting the timetable,
tidying and locking the laptops, stacking
chairs, tidying tables and picking things
off the floor. That 5 minutes will save
you 50+ minutes at the end of the day
tidying, sorting and organising, and
will mean you can put your time into
assessing and re-planning. If, throughout
the year, you find yourself doing the
same meaningless thing over and over,
simply add it to the jobs list.”
I have been a little naughty in lifting this
section but, if I didn’t, there would the risk of
being accused of stealing it as I would just
have written the same thing; there are more
very good tips on classroom management
on Jo’s blog: http://www.mrspteach.com/
I am a firm believer that, if you are the
hardest working person in the room, then
you should reflect because, if that is the
case, you need to find a way of making
someone else work more.
It is little things. I will never ask a child to
clear up my mess but I might ask for help;
likewise, I won’t clean up their mess for
them, but I will offer to help. Trust me. It builds
a positive relationship and, before long,
children help you before you ask and do jobs
before you have to ask.
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33. Get connected
Twitter//Blogging

-

To be honest, I have covered this before on
this blog.

Why should Teachers be using Twitter? Cup
of Tea CPD Part 1
How to get started with Twitter – Top 10 Tips
Cup of Tea CPD Part 2
Finding the best teachers to follow on Twitter
Make sure, though, that you connect with
your colleagues too – talk to them and make
the most of what they know. They have
the inside track on the children you teach.
You are all there to make things better for
everyone, you can’t do it on your own and
the rest of the staff can’t do it without you.
Have regular meetings with your mentor;
they are there for you and are your ‘go
to’ person – literally drag every ounce of
knowledge and experience from them.
Plan meetings, have issues to discuss, make
sure they have time for you - if not, say
something.
I once worked with a new teacher who
tried to work in isolation. They didn’t really
join in with the staff; despite encouragement
and open doors, they found it hard. They
weren’t interested in the advice that was
being shared. They came round eventually,
but it made everything a little uncomfortable
for everyone.
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2.

Consistency

@LearningSpy (David Didau) has written
extensively on consistency:

www.learningspy.co.uk – Back to School
Part 1 – Routines
While his approach is from a Secondary
point of view and mine is Primary, I agree
almost entirely with the message! David’s
key points are (read his blog for expansion!):

1. Know the school rules and stick
to them.
2. Never let pupils sit where they 		
want.
3. Use agreed consequences fairly
and consistently.
4. Never let pupils work off 			
punishments.
5. Make 3 phone calls every day talk about progress, not behaviour.

There are apps/websites such as Class Dojo,
which can help. I tried it out last year and
the response from children and parents was
very positive indeed; parents really liked
that they had consistent information about
their children. This had been an issue in a
parent survey.
However you intend to use and apply rules
and expectations, BE CONSISTENT!
There will (hopefully) be a set of agreed
and applied expectations and the children
will know them (unless you are with new YR
children perhaps). You need to know them,
older children will expect you to know them
and, if they think you don’t, be sure they
will try to change them and you will find it
harder to get them back again.
The old adage is: ‘If you say it, mean it’.
If you are keeping someone in from break
for 5 mins, then don’t do 10 (It is your break
you’re wasting!).
Please don’t say: “I’ll let you off this time.”
Ever.

1. don't be too prissy
and don't panic!
Relax.
Don’t be uptight!
Remember, children make a mess - just make
sure that you make them responsible for
tidying it up again.

Your classroom will look amazing at 08.30,
but by 10.47, it might not be!
Don’t worry, it’s all good!
Children need to feel comfortable in their
space to learn and that is why you put the
effort in. The trays and books are labelled.
The reading area is stocked with fun and
interesting materials, perhaps some comics
too!
You have put the time in and you’re ready.
Enjoy it.
Even though we all know what the pressures
of teaching today are like, it is still the Best
Job in the World!
Be ‘that’ teacher; the one who will be silly,
dress up, go in the stocks at the Summer Fair,
sing and dance (badly?) at the disco – the
children will remember you and most likely
what you say, do, teach and share with
them!
Good Luck!

Mike Watson
Senior Teacher (15 years experience)
Lincolnshire
watseducation.com
@WatsEd

Did you find these tips
useful? Do you have any
to add?
Tweet @primedmagazine
#nqthelp
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MAKING THE PARTNERSHIP WORK
“It is a national scandal that we invest so much in teacher training and yet an estimated
40% of new entrants leave within five years.” These were the words from Michael Wilshaw,
Ofsted’s chief inspector in January 2014.
Wilshaw went on to say that serious questions needed to be asked about the current teacher
training system and that Ofsted would be tougher on training providers. But what about once
you are qualified? What happens then, and how much support are you entitled to in your
first job as a fully-fledged teacher? Ofsted claim - and quite rightly too - that they will also
become tougher on schools that do not support teachers that are new to the profession.
However, there are two sides to this story. Yes, there are some newly qualified teachers
who have had far from adequate experiences and poor support from their school and who
deserve better, but a successful year is based on a successful partnership that both parties
need to invest in equally in order to gain a successful partnership which is mutually beneficial.
With this in mind, and with my recent experience as NQT Induction Coordinator, I have
generated a top 5 list for both NQT and NQT Mentor/ Tutor to help make this partnership
successful:

PART ONE::
TIPS
FOR THE
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1.

Be

proactive and
ask questions

It is completely normal to feel overwhelmed
with all of the information you will be
bombarded with by colleagues, but be
honest. We expect children to ask questions
to help them to better understand concepts,
so you should too!

2.

Be proactive and
get the most out 		
3.
of your support

You are entitled to an NQT Coordinator
whose job it is to ensure you are getting
the support and guidance needed, and
who will also be the one who undertakes
your formal assessments each term, but you
should also have an NQT tutor who has a
non-judgemental role in supporting you in
day-to-day queries. Ensure that you do not
have the same person who undertakes both
of these roles!

4.

Be

proactive and
find a friend

Although you may well feel like there is
not enough time in the day, do ensure that
you venture into the staffroom and try to
attend any out of school shenanigans to get
to know your colleagues better. ‘Try to find
an ally,’ my colleague in her second year
advises, and this is true no matter how long
you have taught for. Being able to let off
some steam, have a silly giggle, chats and
be yourself with somebody like-minded at
work brings you back down to earth in times
of pressure, making it really good for your
mental wellbeing and state of mind.

Be proactive and
seek professional 		
development

Your coordinator should provide you with
an induction programme for each term
which clearly sets out the focus for support
and guidance for each week. However,
make sure that you inform your supporting
colleague if you notice any gaps in your
confidence, ability or knowledge that you
need upskilling on. For example, feeling like
you are struggling with behaviour? Then ask
to observe other colleagues who have a
good handle on this. Watch as many lessons
as you can in your NQT time with a clear
focus on the standard you wish to improve
on. Ask if your tutor can sit in with you,
which will enable them to identify aspects of
the good practice being observed that you
may not be able to spot otherwise.

5.

Be

proactive!

A good mentor/ tutor should give you plenty
of feedback so don’t just sit there and
nod your head politely. Challenge where
needed and be seen to implement what
they tell you. And remember… if you don’t
understand how, ASK!
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PART

TWO::

TIPS

1.

2.

Be

supportive
prepare

and

There is quite a lot of paperwork to be done
and this can vary for each authority. Ensure
that you have a handle of which document
needs to be completed when. Check that
you understand which documents should be
completed in consultation with the NQT and
which ones you should take a lead on. For
example, the induction programme should
be planned by you and many authorities
provide suggestions for how to go about this.
However, the action plan is focused on half
termly targets and this should be completed
alongside the NQT, allowing you to open up
further dialogue about progress against the
teacher standards.
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FOR

Be

THE

supportive and
train up

Ensure that you attend any training given
by your local authority so that, as NQT
Coordinator or NQT mentor/tutor, you
understand what your role entails and the
expectations. Even if you have done this
role for many years, there can be changes
and it never hurts to have a refresher.

3.

Be supportive
but assertive

Remember that you have this role because
you have the expertise and experience,
so don’t feel afraid to provide constructive
criticism in the observation process. The
professional dialogue needs to be just that
- professional and honest. Don’t skirt around
issues if there are any - this will do the NQT
no good. Feedback needs to be black and
white, clearly split into areas of strength and
areas to target.

4.

Be supportive
and time generous

Ensure that you set aside time in the diary
for the NQT meetings. Don’t leave it up to
the NQT or to chance, as it is likely that
both of you will fill any spare time with other
jobs. Schedule meetings in advance and
ensure that both you and the NQT keep to
these. Sometimes NQTs don’t want to feel a
burden and, even if they really need to talk
to you, they may avoid doing so if they feel
that you are busy.

5.

Be

supportive!

Remember what it was like for you as
an NQT? What did you need most from
your own mentor/ coordinator? Were they
effective? Use this experience to shape
the kind of NQT support you will give
and always keep in mind that your NQT
is a human being. Be firm but fair, and
remember that you have a very important
role in ensuring that this NQT maintains
and develops the confidence, passion and
experience needed so that they don’t end
up as one of the many who decide to leave
the profession within their first 5 years!

MANAGING THE
WORKLOAD
KEEPING AFLOAT IN
YOUR FIRST TERM
“Are you complaining about
workload again?”
“You teachers only work nine ‘til three and
get holidays, you’re barely in work”
If these sound familiar, then I bet you have
felt the frustration at the lack of recognition
of how hard you work. The NUT claims that
90% of teachers have considered a different
path due to the amount of work. They
suggested that 86% of former teachers who
had changed careers left the profession due
to the ever-growing workload.
What many people outside of the profession
struggle to understand is that the working
day does not start at nine and it does not
conclude at three thirty. Alongside the daily
marking and planning, most teachers willingly
give up their time for clubs, revision classes
and other aspects of modern primary school
life. If teachers did finish at three thirty,
there would be no clubs, parents’ evenings,
Christmas productions, revision classes, open
nights and marking in books.

Faye McKee
Year 5 Teacher and Quality First
Teaching Leader
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One lesson that I learnt the hard way as
an NQT was to not let the marking build
up. It is considered good practice to give
children effective feedback the next day at
the latest, while the work is still fresh in the
children’s minds. This effective marking also
works as a great motivation to not let your
marking build up. Force yourself to tackle it
every night and start the next day with a
blank canvas, marking-wise.
Obviously, the extreme workload is going to
lead to longer hours and more time outside
of the class working. According to a BBC
article published in April 2014, UK teachers
on average spend minimum 59.3 hours a
week working, of which only 20 is in the
classroom. Surely this is due to the growing
expectations in policy, evidencing and
paperwork. According to the article, 23.8%
of teachers’ work is done at weekends or
after school in the evenings.
These figures are frightful for any teacher
and especially for NQTs. Do not worry
though: there are tips, tricks and methods
of reducing and managing that pile of work
on your desk. Here are a select few taken
from teachers on twitter (also known as
tweechers).
@teachersbible suggested that spending
less time in the staff room is brilliant way of
reducing his working hours outside school if
needed. Whilst every teacher deserves a
break at dinner, @teachersbible sits in the
classroom and marks the morning’s work
whilst having dinner at his desk. It could be
argued that sometimes missing out on the
staffroom chat is worth it when you gain an
extra hour of relaxing time at home.
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Another tweecher, @PrimaryRocks1,
suggested having the children pile their
books up with the correct page open
ready for marking. This can save time flicking
through books trying to find the right page.
When I tweeted asking for tips, both
@WatsEd and @PrimaryRocks1 mentioned
PPA. To gain time to tackle your workload,
make sure your PPA is YOUR time and no
one else’s. This lead to @PrimaryRocks1
suggesting that you hide yourself away in
PPA in order to tackle a larger amount of
work without being disturbed.
In my first year, I was spending quite a
substantial time tidying the classroom as
I am in Key Stage One. After a while, I
distributed the responsibilities around the
classroom to the children. This helped me
gain an extra hour which, to a teacher, is like
gold dust.
If you are struggling to cope with the
workload, I suggest using advice, tips and
tricks from other teachers; after all, we all
know how challenging it can be.

Tom Noake
@Teachersbible

Back

to

school

READERS’ TIPS FOR A GREAT START TO THE YEAR
“Set the tone straight away. T his
classroom is one for learning, working hard,
perservering and enjoyment!”
- @ConorHeaven
“Don’t set your classroom in your mind. T he
kids are going to change your plans. Let
them. Guide the changes and adapt.
- @TheWeirdTeacher
“Convince your SLT you can own and
determine your own P (personal) PD. T hen,
use Twitter & with others, watch others!
- @PaulGarvey4
“Be brave. Upturn the apple cart.
Sometimes you need to get rid of apples,
rearrange others and invest in new ones!”
- @EYFSMagic
“Don’t get too hung up on being organised.
Be prepared to change. Get to know your
class and take ideas from them.
- @KellieLangdown
“Make sure you bring energy and verve to
the classroom... know what your values are
and look at what the children value.”
- @Accprimary
“Take the time to get to know your
caretaker and your cleaners - they do an
amazing job and you will need them to
love you when your carpet is covered in
glitter...”
- Fiona Davis

“Start as you mean to go on. Try new
things, make learning exciting, be organised
yet flexible. Enjoy learning yourself!
Oh and save all your Chinese takeaway
dishes as they come in handy for SO many
things!”
- @alarter
““Don’t panic is my number 1 tip. Not
everything needs to be in place in week 1.”
- @redgierob
“Spend time with your class talking with
them at lunch, in the playground - get to
know them well quickly & see the benefits.”
- @kitandrew1
“Hit the ground running - make sure all
drawers, books, etc. are labelled & ready to
go for the 1st day.
- @Ideas _Factory
“Want to try something new? Do. If it
goes well - great. If it goes wrong - adapt
for future or put it down to experience.
- @ThisIsLiamM
“Stay away from the negative people. Find
the positive members of staff, it will make
life at school much more enjoyable!”
- Ian Addison
“Don’t run yourself into the ground before
Christmas, it makes the rest of the year
harder.”
- Thomas Matthew
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TIPS

ROS WILSON'S
FOR SCHOOL LEADERS

*

Plan thoroughly for all INSETs and meetings. T hen plan some more.

*

Know what are ‘suggestions’ and what are ‘for discussions’ and what are ‘we are 		
doing this so let’s deal with its’ and stick to the plan.

*

If you know it is right and it works - it is a ‘J DI’ - Just Do It! (Works well if 		
you put a little adverb in front of ‘do’!)

*

If there are new colleagues, behaviour policy, ethos, culture, communication are 		
urgent agenda items.

*

Greet every member of the staff team warmly (at some point) and take time 		
to ask how their summer was, even though you are desperately busy.

*

Do a regular classroom walk. Admire what is good or better and request 			
improvements (saying how) where things are not to your standard.

*

Notice public displays around school and thank and praise when changed / advise if 		
needed.

*

Be out and about around the school the majority of the day during opening hours, 		
speaking to all and sundry of all sizes and being brisk, cheerful and smiling (unless 		
things are wrong). Afraid you need to burn the midnight oil (or dawn lamps) for 		
office/desk work, except for truly urgent things.

*

Miss nothing... KNOW your school and staff.

*

Ask every teacher if the day they just taught would have been good enough for 		
their own or your child, if in their classroom.

*

Never accept anyone saying anything like, ‘You can’t do it in this school / in this 		
community / with these children / with these parents.’ You can do everything 		
with everyone everywhere, you might just need to be a bit more creative / think 		
a bit harder / break down some barriers / be a bit more persuasive and, above 		
all, make things more exciting and interesting.
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